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Abstract

Research in instruction fine tuning (IFT) has shown significant potential to improve generalized model performance. To further the understanding of IFT, our work studies the relationship between semantic similarity of dataset tasks and model performance. We first develop an approach to calculating a measure of semantic similarity between tasks and then utilize the Sup-NatInst dataset[1] to construct training datasets with varying degrees of similarity. We find that performance improves both by decreasing the semantic similarity of the training tasks and by increasing the number of tasks. By using semantic similarity to group tasks, our semantically different TDiff-Instruct-200 model gets comparable performance to our semantically similar TSim-Instruct-300 model while using 1.5 times less data. We hope that this work can assist in building language models for low-resource tasks or languages by allowing researchers to use semantic similarity to identify new tasks with the greatest potential to boost model generalization.

Key Information: Custom Project Mentor is Siyan Li.

1 Introduction

Creating generalized models that can solve previously unseen tasks is an important problem in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP). In recent years, language models have shown a remarkable ability to generalize across NLP tasks when using a pretrained, task-agnostic language model architecture on large amounts of data (Brown et al., 2022[2], Raffel et al., 2020[3]). To improve performance even further, work in instruction fine tuning (IFT) has demonstrated the potential to improve generalized model performance on unseen tasks (i.e. zero-shot) by leveraging the fact that NLP tasks can be described using natural language instruction (Wei et al., 2022[4], Ouyang et al., 2022[5]).

Having a large amount of data is often necessary to perform well at a task; however, not all tasks or languages have abundant data. In this paper, we make progress in the understanding of how IFT improves the model’s generalization capabilities in low-resource environments by leveraging “semantic similarity” as measured through the cosine distance of embeddings. Specifically, we study the relationship between the semantic similarity of tasks in a group and the zero-shot performance of models finetuned on task groupings of varied semantic similarity.

Through our research, we find that finetuning models on training datasets with lower semantic similarity improve zero-shot performance. Furthermore, we add onto the insights gained by Wei et. al 2022[4] and Chung et al. 2022[6] to show that decreasing semantic similarity is an alternative to increasing the number of task types or model size to increase performance, if the dataset contains tasks that are highly similar to one another. We also find that the model improves in performance generally as we add more task types, but the rate of improvement is a function of the semantic similarity.
similarities of those new tasks. Taking this approach further, we show that this trend holds for not only task types but also groupings based on semantic similarities of task categories.

Using our findings, we train a TDiff-Instruct-200 model on 200 semantically different tasks and a TSim-Instruct-300 model on 300 semantically similar tasks. The TDiff-Instruct-200 model has comparable ROUGE-L scores to the TSim-Instruct-300 model (25.9 vs 25.8 respectively) despite the TDiff-Instruct-200 using 1.5x less training data. This finding suggests that lowering semantic similarity could be an alternative to increasing the dataset size. We hope that our results could be used to assist when researchers collect new datasets for low-resource tasks and languages.

2 Related Work

2.1 Instruction Fine Tuning

The method of "instruction tuning" was introduced by Wei et al., 2021[4], which showed that large pretrained language models that are finetuned on natural language instructions have significantly improved generalization capabilities on a wide variety of NLP benchmarks. Extending this work, Chung et al., 2022[6] studied the effects on model performance on scaling up the model size and the number of training tasks. One surprising result from this paper is that the authors conclude that "increasing the number of finetuning tasks improves performance, although the majority of the improvement comes up to 282 tasks [out of 1,836]"[6]. We build on this previous observation and demonstrate that scaling up the number of tasks is more effective if the additional tasks are semantically diverse.

Similarly, Wang et al. 2022[1] showed a log-linear relationship between the number of training task types and the model’s performance on held-out unseen test tasks. The authors conclude that decreasing the similarity of training tasks can be an alternative to scaling model sizes to achieve the same performance improvements. Although further analysis is not done on the effects of task similarity, the authors graciously contribute an open-sourced dataset known as Super-NaturalInstructions (Sup-NatInst)[1], which comprises 1616+ NLP tasks that contain enough examples and metadata for us to perform thorough studies on the effects of semantic similarity on instruction finetuning.

2.2 Semantic Similarity

This work uses the concept of semantic similarity to group tasks in the Sup-NatInst dataset. Vector semantics, which represents the meaning of text as a vector, are used in every NLP application related to meaning[7]. To assess the similarity of text, there have been a variety of approaches, but as with most NLP applications today, neural network models outperform most traditional methods with transformer-based models serving as the cutting edge in semantic similarity research[8]. Our research leverages transformer-based models to yield embeddings, which are then compared using cosine similarity between embeddings. Wang et al. 2016 [9] take a similar approach using LSTM’s and cosine similarity to assess semantic similarity. Additionally, in a survey of similarity distances, Saif et al.[10] note that cosine similarity is one of the most widely used distance metrics in assessing semantic similarity.

3 Approach

We first develop an approach to calculating a measure of the semantic similarity between tasks and categories in the Sup-NatInst dataset[1], and second, create a few training datasets that contain tasks of varying levels of semantic similarity, finetune a T5 model[3] on each training set, and evaluate the models on the Sup-NatInst test set to see how variation in semantic similarity affects model performance on unseen tasks using the ROUGE-L[11] score.

To construct the semantic groupings of tasks, the Sup-NatInst training dataset was filtered to exclude tasks with less than a threshold number of instances. To ensure the dataset was balanced, only use a fixed number of instances per tasks in each experiment. We then create embeddings for each task by feeding a few natural language fields into a transformer-based embedding model. Next, we calculate the cosine similarity between each pair of embeddings creating a complete graph with edge weights representing similarity. Finally, we use a greedy algorithm (described below and in Appendix A.3) to select tasks that are either the most or least semantically similar.
Using those semantic groupings as individual experiments, we train a T5-small model on each experiment. Across multiple experiments, we also vary the number of tasks in the training set. Finally, each finetuned model is evaluated on the Sup-NatInst\[1\] test set using the ROUGE-L score.

3.1 Selecting Semantically-Similar Embeddings

We use semantic similarity to measure how similar the meanings of two tasks are in the Sup-NatInst dataset[1]. Embeddings for each task were created by feeding the task definition, categories, and positive and negative examples into the all-mpnet-base-v2 model from the Sentence Transformers library[12].

Initially, the approach to selecting semantically similar and different groupings of tasks was pursued through clustering the task embeddings. This approach had a variety of challenges as noted in Appendix A.2, so a new approach was developed based on the cosine similarity of the embeddings. The cosine between two vectors has been used as a similarity measure in many NLP tasks[10]. A cosine similarity matrix was constructed by taking the cosine between each pair of embeddings.

The similarity matrix can be viewed as a complete graph where the tasks are nodes and the edges are cosine similarity scores. Finding subgraphs that are most semantically similar or different is equivalent to the maximum edge weight clique problem (MEWCP), which seeks "to find a clique that maximizes the sum of edge weights within the corresponding complete subgraph" [13]. The MEWCP is NP-hard[13] and has limited existing implementations available on the internet. A brute-force implementation approach was found[14], but the graph sizes in this project were too large for the brute-force approach. Instead of using an existing approach to this problem, a simple greedy algorithm was devised to group the semantically similar and different embeddings. This greedy algorithm is discussed in detail in Appendix A.3. Put simply, to find the most similar embeddings, the algorithm initializes the selected group with the two embeddings that are most similar, computes their average and selects the embedding which was the closest similarity to the group average to add to the group. The algorithm then repeatedly 1) takes the group average, 2) calculates the similarity between the ungrouped embeddings and the group average, and 3) adds the task with the greatest similarity in step 2 to the group. These steps are repeated until the desired number of embeddings is reached. To find a semantically different grouping, you select the embeddings with the minimum similarity score.

Our project focused primarily on task embeddings, but we also performed some analysis on category embeddings. Each task was assigned a category in the dataset and calculating the category embeddings involved finding the mean of all task embeddings in a category. Then, the cosine similarity was calculated between the different category embeddings, and the greedy algorithm was applied to find category groupings.

3.1.1 Group Similarity Score

Based on the cosine similarity approach, the normalized sum of a given set of embeddings can be calculated by summing all of their pairwise cosine similarities (edge weights) and dividing by the number of pairs of embeddings (edges). The number of edges in a complete graph is \( \binom{n}{2} = \frac{n(n-1)}{2} \) where \( n \) is the number of embeddings in the group. This normalized group similarity score is reported in our experimental results below.

4 Experiments

4.1 Models

Our base model is the Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer (T5) model, which is an encoder-decoder Transformer language model[3]. The encoder is made of blocks consisting of a self-attention layer and a small feed-forward network. The decoder has a similar structure to the encoder except that it includes a standard attention mechanism after each self-attention layer that attends to the output of the encoder using casual self-attention. The final decoder is fed into a dense layer with a softmax output. In our project, we use Huggingface’s publicly available 60-million parameter “t5-small” version.
4.2 Data

The Sup-NatInst dataset[1] is a dataset of a variety of NLP categories of tasks (e.g. classification, extraction, infilling, sequence tagging, text rewriting) meant to help language models generalize on unseen tasks using only human-readable instructions. The Sup-NatInst dataset is made up of 76 task categories, 1616 tasks, and 5 million task instances. The training set consists of 756 English tasks, which we will filter down to 359 tasks from which we will draw our semantically similar and different groupings. An example of one task is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: An example of one of the tasks in the Sup-NatInst dataset, which consists of a task name (Task Type), definition, positive example, negative example, and a task instance.](image)

Each task can have multiple instances and each instance can have multiple outputs, where each output corresponds to a single data example. Each task is also tagged with a specific category, which is not shown in Figure 1.

4.2.1 Balancing the dataset

The distribution of task instances across tasks in the dataset is not uniform. Figure 2 shows a histogram of the number of tasks with a given instance count.

![Histogram of Tasks by Instance Count](image)

Figure 2: A histogram of the number of tasks by the count of instances in each task.

Figure 2 shows there are many tasks that have very few instances and a few tasks with a high number of instances. This non-uniform distribution creates a problem when constructing the groupings of semantically similar and different tasks where a single task won’t dominate the grouping. To address this skewed distribution, we only select 3,250 instances from each task to ensure the distribution of instances per task is uniform in our finetuning datasets. This also means we filter out tasks with a total instance count of fewer than 3,250 instances, which is how we move from 759 tasks to 359 tasks as only 359 tasks have instance counts greater than 3,250. The value of 3,250 was chosen because it balanced the number of tasks available and the size of the total dataset.
4.3 Evaluation method

To ensure consistency with the Sup-NatInst paper, the Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation: Longest Common Subsequence (ROUGE-L) score[11] will be the evaluation metric. We leveraged evaluation code from the Natural Instructions github repo[15] produced by the Allen Institute for AI, the authors of the Sup-NatInst paper. To evaluate our models, we will be using the Sup-NatInst test set[1]. Finally, the reported ROUGE-L for each model is calculated by averaging the individual ROUGE-L scores for each of the 117 tasks in the test dataset.

4.3.1 Baselines

We create a "Random" baseline model that is trained on a random selection of tasks from the 359 tasks in our filtered training set. This random baseline allows us to observe the performance for a given number of tasks without the effect of semantic similarity. This baseline is the most comparable baseline with our experiments because it has identical hyperparameters and the number of tasks seen during training.

While we include the 60M-parameter Tk-Instruct model[1] in our comparison table as a baseline, we also create another baseline by using the full Sup-NatInst dataset to train a 60M-parameter T5 model to understand what performance would be like with our chosen model and hyperparameters. We chose to have our own baseline using the full dataset due to the fact that replicating the ROUGE-L scores in the Tk-Instruct paper[1] was challenging within the time constraints of the project.

Finally, we also include the untrained 60M-parameter "T5-small" to show the generalization performance of the model without instruction finetuning.

4.3.2 Experimental details

We set up our experiments to vary the amount of semantic similarity among tasks in the training dataset. Specifically, we use the iterative cosine similarity algorithm described in subsection 3.1 on semantic similarity to group the most "similar" and most "different" tasks together to construct the training dataset for each model variant.

- TSim-Instruct models are trained on the most similar tasks.
- TDiff-Instruct models are trained on the most different tasks.

In each experiment, we vary the number of tasks included in the training dataset from 50, 100, 200, to 300 tasks, with each task containing 3,250 task instances for a total of 162.5K, 325K, 650K, and 975K training task instances. We use an AWS g5.2xlarge instance with an Nvidia A10G GPU with 24GB memory to train for 2 epochs using a batch size of 32 and a linearly decaying learning rate of 0.0002206 on the AdamW optimizer. The learning rate was selected by running a random hyperparameter search between the values 8e-4 and 1e-6, which we found are the ranges used by practitioners for finetuning T5. The maximum input and output token length is 512, and 128, respectively. Each training run takes between 3 to 12 hours, depending on the number of examples.

4.4 Results

Table 1 summarizes our results for the experiments which vary the degree of task similarity in each training set. Figure 3 shows that for all numbers of task types, the TDiff-Instruct models scored the highest and the TDiff-Instruct-300 achieved the best results with a ROUGE-L score of 26.6. We note that TDiff-Instruct-200 and TSim-Instruct-300 have comparable ROUGE-L scores (25.9 vs 25.8 respectively) even while TDiff-Instruct-200 used 1.5x less training data. We observe the trend that the difference in ROUGE-L score becomes smaller between the experiments as we increase the number of tasks. As we will discuss in the analysis section, this performance convergence in the larger-task models is related to the convergence in the semantic similarity between the two similar and different groupings.

Our best results come from the "Full dataset" model that is trained on all 756 tasks available, which achieved a ROUGE-L score of 30.0. This result is surprising since a similar 60M-parameter Tk-Instruct[1] that is trained on the same number of tasks reported a ROUGE-L score of 40.1. It is likely
that this gap is the result of the difference in hyperparameters and also the fact that Tk-Instruct is using a LM variant of the T5 model.

Figure 3: The model’s ROUGE-L performance to unseen tasks as a function of the number of task types used in training. We observe that 1) increasing the number of training tasks and 2) lowering semantic similarity generally leads to better performance. The performance gap narrows as both datasets converge to the average dataset similarity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>ROUGE-L score</th>
<th>Number of tasks seen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baselines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5-small</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random (ours)</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full dataset (ours)</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tk-Instruct [1]</td>
<td>40.1*</td>
<td>756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category grouping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSim-Category-Instruct</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDiff-Category-Instruct</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task grouping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSim-Instruct-200</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSim-Instruct-300</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDiff-Instruct-200</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDiff-Instruct-300</td>
<td><strong>26.6</strong></td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: ROUGE-L scores on unseen tasks by models that are finetuned on different groupings of tasks. We show that TDiff-Instruct outperformed Random, and all T-Sim-Instruct variants, even while using an equal or smaller number of training tasks. *We note that results for Tk-instruct are not directly comparable to our experimental setup.

5 Analysis

Figure 3 shows that performance increases with more training tasks, which is in agreement with previous research [1][11][16]. We also observed that performance increases with lower semantic similarity. Comparing the performance of the TDiff-Instruct, Random, and TSim-Instruct models in Figure 3 shows that the models with lower semantic similarity scores in Figure 4 have higher performance. The “Category groupings” in Table 1 also show this result of lower similarities in the training set improving the ROUGE-L score. However, the performance gains were more limited in the categories experiments due to challenges with the category embeddings.
As the data subsets get larger, their semantic similarity trends toward the similarity of the full training dataset. The performance of TSim-Instruct appears almost always below the random baseline, which indicates that the model overfits the data due to the training tasks being too similar. This conclusion is supported by the comparatively lower training loss for all TSim-Instruct models shown in Appendix 5. Figure 3 also shows that for 300 tasks, the performance gap vanished. This is because there were only 359 total tasks with instance counts above 3,250, so the similar and different groupings of 300 tasks were close to identical. This overlap in the 300 task similar and different datasets can be seen in the cosine similarity in Figure 4.

The performance of TDiff-Instruct both the model performance and semantic similarity increase. This means the positive effect of increasing the number of task instances is overwhelming the negative effects of increasing the semantic similarity, suggesting that increasing training tasks has a stronger impact on performance than lowering semantic similarity. To put it in other words, training on more tasks will generally improve performance but the rate of increase in model performance by adding additional tasks depends on the semantic similarity of those additional tasks.

Increasing task diversity is an alternative to increasing the number of task types. In addition, the performance gap between the TDiff-Instruct and TSim-Instruct models in Figure 3 shows that lower similarity can be an alternative to increasing the number of task types to improve model performance. TDiff-Instruct which is trained on only 200 tasks has a comparable ROUGE-L performance as TSim-Instruct trained on 300 tasks. This means we are getting comparable performance using only 1.5 times less data. Additionally, TDiff-Instruct-300 shows a competitive ROUGE-L score within 11.3% of our best model while using 2.5x less training data. These results indicate that there could exist a reduction in training dataset size for models using instruction finetuning, depending on the task diversity represented by the training dataset and an acceptable performance regression threshold.

5.1 Limitations and Discussion

The main contribution that this work provides is to highlight the moderate boost that can be gained from using semantically different tasks and, more importantly, the more significant performance reductions that come from selecting semantically similar tasks. Our work suggests that research into building datasets for low-resource languages or tasks can use semantic similarity as a framework for assessing what additional tasks or examples to add to expand a dataset. This work relies on a deep-learning model to produce the embeddings, but future work could be done to compare these results.
with embedding produced from simpler embeddings based on term frequency-inverse document frequency or bag-of-word approaches. These simpler embeddings may be attractive for low-resource languages, which may not have deep learning embedding models trained in the native language.

This project also analyzed the effect of semantic similarity of categories on model performance. The models trained on semantically similar and different categories ended up having very similar ROUGE-L performances. Other than the processing step of averaging task embeddings to yield category embeddings, the same steps were performed to construct similar and different category groupings as the task embeddings. The category groupings also had quite different similarity scores of 0.49 and 0.71 for the different and similar groupings, respectively. One explanation for why the category semantic similarity groupings did not have much effect on ROUGE-L performance is that the averaging of the task embeddings to get the category embeddings corrupted the semantic meaning of the category embeddings. Using the cluster approach discussed in Appendix A.4 could validate alternative embeddings.

5.2 Future Work

Due to time limitations, this project only performed one training run for each experiment. If given more time, we would re-run each experiment three times to get an average and standard deviation for each measurement. This is especially important because the performance gap in Figure 3 between the random experiment and the semantically different experiment is fairly small and could be within a standard deviation of each measurement. If the uncertainty on the ROUGE-L measurement were larger than this gap, this finding would invalidate the conclusion that the semantically different grouping performed better than random selection.

The semantic separation of category embeddings didn’t work as well for tasks. As an alternative approach, we could consider getting a definition of each natural language category and creating an embedding using only that definition to see if that embedding could more meaningfully separate the categories.

This work used a simple greedy algorithm to create semantically similar and different groupings. Using a more sophisticated solution to the Maximum Edge Weight Clique Problem would result in semantic groupings that have an even greater distance between them, potentially making the difference in performance more pronounced.

Lastly, other works ([1], [4]) have evaluated models on a few different evaluation measures other than ROUGE-L. It would be worthwhile to verify that the performance gaps observed in this work are also shown on a variety of NLP metrics.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we demonstrated that finetuning on tasks with greater semantic diversity (lower similarity) results in increased model performance. We also confirmed previous research showing improvements from using more tasks for IFT. We highlight how the positive improvements from increasing the number of tasks outweigh the negative effects of increasing the semantic similarity of the dataset. The impact of semantic similarity also holds for categories, though more research is needed to effectively assess category semantics. Finally, using our results we show that we can finetune a model on less data that’s more semantically diverse and achieve the same level of zero-shot performance as another model that’s trained on more data that is more semantically similar.

We hope our results could provide some guidance on how researchers could use semantic similarity to efficiently collect future datasets to address low-resource tasks and languages. We demonstrate that improving semantic diversity in a dataset can be an alternative to increasing the number of task types to achieve higher performance.
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A Appendix

A.1 Code repository

The code used to analyze the data and train the models can be found in this repository: https://github.com/dzubke/cs224n-project.

A.2 Challenges with Clustering for Semantic Similarity

Clustering proved to be challenging to use in constructing semantically different groupings. Different approaches were done to select the optimal number of clusters, but these approaches never yielded a satisfying answer. Even if the number of clusters was selected, choosing the semantically similar tasks involved finding a cluster that had more tasks than the desired number in the grouping. Selecting the semantically different grouping proved even more challenging. Initially, randomly selecting on task from each cluster was taken, but this approach became harder when the number of clusters is less than the size of the desired grouping. It is also unclear if taking a clustering approach to creating semantically similar and different groupings would result in the optimal selection.

A.3 Greedy Approach to the Maximum Edge Weight Clique Problem

Since the Maximum Edge Weight Clique Problem (MEWCP) is NP-hard, the brute-force approach takes a very long time. Approximate methods for solving this problem exist[13], but no working implementation could be successfully installed within the scope of this project. Instead, a basic greedy algorithm was devised to create similar and different groupings. The pseudo-code for this algorithm is described below to find the most similar grouping:

1. Select the pair of embeddings with the max similarity
2. While the length of the grouping is less than the desired length
   (a) calculate the average embedding of the grouping
   (b) calculate the cosine similarity between the group average and all embeddings not in the group
   (c) add to the group the embedding with the maximum similarity with respect to the group average
3. return the grouping of the desired length

To find the semantically different grouping, the algorithm selected the minimum similarity in step (c).

A.4 Overlap between categories and task embedding clusters

To explore the meaning and validity of the task embeddings, a clustering of the task embeddings using k-means was performed to see how this clustering compared with the assigned categories in the dataset. There are 76 categories in the Sup-NatInst dataset, and when running the k-means clustering, the number of clusters was set to 76. Since there was no way to align individual k-means clusters with a specific category, a pair-wise confusion matrix was used to assess if the pairs of embeddings were clustered in the same way across the clusters. The description of the confusion matrix below is taken directly from the sci-kit learn documentation[17].

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
C_{00} & C_{01} \\
C_{10} & C_{11}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

For the confusion matrix above, each element can be interpreted as:

- \( C_{00} \): number of pairs with both clusterings having the samples not clustered together
- \( C_{10} \): number of pairs with the true label clustering having the samples clustered together but the other clustering not having the samples clustered together
- \( C_{01} \): number of pairs with the true label clustering not having the samples clustered together but the other clustering having the samples clustered together
• $C_{11}$: number of pairs with both clusterings having the samples clustered together

The actual confusion matrix calculated between the category cluster and k-means, task-embedding clusters is shown below.

$$\begin{bmatrix}
2,359,822 & 6,178 \\
183,128 & 51,028
\end{bmatrix}$$

This means that 2,359,822 pairs were not both clusters did not have the samples clustered together, 6,178 pairs where the categories had the samples clustered together but the embedding clusters did not, 183,128 pairs where the embedding clusters had the pair in the same cluster but the categories did not, and 51,028 pairs where both clusterings had the pair together.

Using this confusion matrix, the F1-score can be calculated. The recall metric is 0.22 and the precision is 0.89. Thus, the F1-score is 0.35, which is fairly low.

We would assume that the tasks in the same category share semantic meaning, so the low overlap between clusters produced by the task embeddings suggests that the task embeddings may not be that semantically meaningful.

### A.5 Training

![Train loss for TDiff-Instruct and TSim-Instruct models. TSim-Instruct models always showed a lower loss but lower ROUGE-L scores, suggesting possibility of overfitting.](image)

Figure 5: Training loss for TDiff-Instruct and TSim-Instruct models. TSim-Instruct models always showed a lower loss but lower ROUGE-L scores, suggesting possibility of overfitting.